F is for Fish
f is for fish

Tracing Letters

f f f f f f
f f f f f f
f f f f f f
f f f f f f

guruparents.com
Parents, ask your child to:
- Trace the letters
- Look at the pictures and find the odd word out

Fish
Frog
Snail
Firefighter
This worksheet gives your child the chance to practice reading the ‘fr’ sound.

Parents, ask your child to:
- Read each of the words. With practice, they should be able to recognize ‘fr’ and when sounding out words say it as one sound, not two.
This worksheet gives your child the chance to practice reading the ‘fl’ sound.

Parents, ask your child to:
- Read each of the words. With practice, they should be able to recognize ‘fl’ and when sounding out words say it as one sound, not two.

_flying_  _flower_

_flag_  _flames_

_floor_  _flip flops_